Wheelchair lifts
Autoadapt

How to comfortably and safely enter your vehicle seated in a wheelchair.

autoadapt,
Welcome to

we hope you’ll ﬁnd this to be
an uplifting experience
The sAFesT wAy for

an adult person to travel in any car is seated

in a car seat wearing a seat belt. We strongly believe that the first
rule of vehicle adaptation is to never compromise the level of safety.
With the proper protection it is possible to enjoy the ride seated in
a wheelchair without compromising safety.
Over 40 years ago Ralph Braun had the need to enter his vehicle
seated in his triwheeler. He quickly realized he needed some sort
of lift and since no solution was available at that time he had to
invent one himself. Since then our partowner BraunAbility has
been perfecting their wheelchair lifts and today they are the largest
manufacturer of wheelchair lifts in the world, well respected for
their quality and foremost their reliability.
The following pages will introduce you to a number of diﬀerent
types of lifts that all will help you and your wheelchair get into the
vehicle. However in order to find the most suitable solution for you
we encourage you to contact one of our authorised dealers for an
assessment.

Platform lighting ensures visibility in low light
operation and makes the user feel safer.

Quick facts Millennium

•

A strong, solid lifting platform
featuring both front and side
entry

•

Rigid vertical mechanical In
Board barrier for extra safety
and bumper clearance

•

Unique roll stop. Powered
by hydraulics and locked
mechanically, providing
additional safety

•

Designed for side or rear door
installation

•
•
•

Cycle counter

•
•

Illuminated platform

•
•

Durable hand-held control box

Bridging feature simplifies
boarding from pavement

Rigid handrail for wheelchair
users and standees

EMC test approved
CE-marked

Wheelchair lifts

does your parking situation …
… allow you to be generous with
space around your vehicle?

iF yoU hAVe access

spacious parking

to wide parking spaces or don’t have to worry about someone blocking the

back of your vehicle, just about any BraunAbility wheelchair lift is a good choice. We have platform
lifts that suit many types of situations for example the extremely stable Millennium or the telescopic
Century XT.

A car of your own brings freedom. You don’t have to
be dependent of others, you can visit friends whenever
you want to and essentially mind yourself.
– Håkan Thörnqvist, Sweden

Quick facts century xt

•

Extra long telescopic stacking
platform accommodates fullsized mobility scooters

•
•

Illuminated platform

•
•

Durable hand-held control box

•

Rigid vertical mechanical In
Board barrier for extra safety
and bumper clearance

Bridging feature simplifies
boarding from pavement

Rigid handrails for wheelchair
users and standees

•

Designed for side or rear door
installation

•
•
•

Cycle counter
EMC test approved
CE-marked
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Free passage

Wheelchair lifts

Is your parking situation spacious …
… but free passage and line of sight is important to you?

hAVing A Free line

of sight through the window improves the quality of the ride but it could just

as well be a safety issue.
Another thing to consider is free passage. Having the ability to “walk through” the lift in its
stowed position could be a real timesaver if you have other passengers hopping on and oﬀ. The
Vista Split does not only provide a clear view but it is also out of the way when not in use.

The innovative trifolding platform Vangater stows in parallel to the
vehicle’s door leaving plenty of room for both view and access.

iF yoU don’T want

your wheelchair lift to block the view

or the passage through the doors when you aren’t using
it consider a Vista series wheelchair lift, the UVL or the
Vangater to fulfil your needs.

The UVL (Under vehicle lift) is as the name
implies located under your vehicle where it
neither takes up valuable ﬂoor space nor
blocks any views or exits.

When not in use the Vista Split platform
is stowed in parallel to the vehicle’s sides,
leaving an unobstructed view and good
access.

Quick facts vista split

Quick facts vangater

•

A clear path for both visibility and
access

•

Trifolding platform featuring front
and side entry

•
•

Illuminated platform

•
•

Durable hand-held control box

•
•
•
•

Durable hand-held control box

•

Designed for side or rear door
installation

•
•

EMC test approved

•
•
•

Smooth quiet operation

Bridging feature simplifies boarding
from pavement

Cycle counter
EMC test approved
CE-marked

Vertical mechanical In Board
barrier for extra safety

CE-marked

Quick facts uvL

•

Discreet and out of the way when not
in use

•

Durable handheld control box
including door opener button

•
•

Slip-resistant platform surface
Lift will not raise unless the automatic
roll stop is up

EMC test approved
CE-marked

The best thing about my car adaptation
is the sense of freedom to come and go
as I please. All my daily chores become
so much easier to do.
– Katharina Oskarsson, Sweden

Quick facts swing-a-Way

•

•

Requires a minimal parking
space. The deployed platform
protrudes no more from the
side of the vehicle than the fully
opened front door
Does not obstruct normal use
of door opening

•

Platform handrail provides
added security for wheelchair
user

•
•

EMC test approved
CE-marked

Wheelchair lifts

Tight parking

does your parking situation …
… require you to parallel park
or use tight parking spaces?

in An UrBAn environment

space is a luxury many can’t aﬀord. With a lift that protrudes no longer

from the side of the vehicle than the open passenger door, tight parking situations and parallel parking
is made possible. The lift that does all this is the SwingAWay.
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Wheelchair lifts

Additional products

additional products to make the best out
of your wheelchair lift

autoadapt 6-WaY Base

WheeLchaIr restraInts

The AUToAdApT 6-wAy BAse makes

hAVing A wheelChAir in a vehicle, occupied or not means you must secure it before driving.
Our Unwin wheelchair restraints come in a variety of diﬀerent types from the four point tie
downs to the Dock’N’Lock; all with the sole purpose of safely securing your mobility device. But
remember if you travel seated in a wheelchair you must wear a real seat belt and have proper head
and neck protection.

it easier to transfer from a wheelchair to a safe, stable and
comfortable car seat inside a van. It allows you to move the driver seat backwards, rotate it and
adjust it in height to bring the driver seat next to the wheelchair. The Autoadapt 6Way Base is crash
tested and certified with the female seatbelt buckle integrated in the base. A foot rest that follows
the lengthwise movement is available as an option.
More beneﬁts at:
autoadapt.com
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For your independence

Autoadapt

autoadapt worldwide mobility solutions
AUToAdApT wAs FoUnded in

1996 and has since grown to one of the world’s leading manufac

Since June 2013 Autoadapt is partowner of Unwin Safety Systems located in Somerset, UK. Being

turers of car adaptation solutions for people with reduced or limited mobility. Today Autoadapt is

a pioneer in safety Unwin has become one of the worlds leading suppliers of wheelchair tiedown

represented in over 50 countries worldwide, with more than 300 trained Autoadapt dealers plus

and occupant restraint systems. Together with our partowners BraunAbility and Bruno Independent

an additional network of about 700 subdealers. Autoadapt’s head oﬃce, development and produc

Living Aids, Autoadapt is the leading global provider of safe vehicle adaptation solutions for people

tion plant is located in Stenkullen, in the south western part of Sweden. A subsidiary in Birmingham,

with reduced or limited mobility.

Autoadapt UK Ltd., operates on the UK market.

To gUArAnTee yoUr And

all our end users’ safety Autoadapt products are designed

and tested according to current directives and standards. By working together with users,
organisations, the automotive industry and other interested parties we are constantly
pushing the boundaries in order for you to be able to choose the car you want, to travel as
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safe as possible and live a more mobile and independent life.
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our Areas of expertise
At Autoadapt we help

people do what so

many take for granted; drive to work, pop
down to the shops, drop in on friends or go on
a great driving holiday. It is with great pride we
design and manufacture solutions that people
from all over the world put their trust in every
day. To help you find the solution to suit your
needs, simply look at the corresponding area
of expertise.

You are currently reading our brochure on Wheelchair lifts.
For a quick look at our other areas of expertise, please
see below.

getting seated

independent driving

Lifting and stowing

Wheelchair restraints

The safest way for

Using foot pedals to

Before you go for a ride you probably want to
make sure you have your wheelchair with you.
Regardless of its type and size there is a solution
to stow your wheelchair in a safe and secure
manner.

Our partner Unwin

an adult person to travel
in any car is seated in a car seat wearing a seat
belt. To facilitate this we invented a number of
solutions that enables you enjoy the ride from
the comfort of a car seat, both as passenger
and driver.

drive is a way that
somehow became standard almost a century
ago. Fortunately we can change that and enable
you to take the wheel and go for a spin.

Safety Systems has pione
ered wheelchair restraints and occupant safety
solutions for over 50 years. Unwin continue
to introduce innovative design and engineer
ing whilst being at the forefront of international
safety standards.

”

The wheelchair
enables me to walk,
the car enables me
to run.
– Mona Nordell, Independent driver.
Autoadapt is the proud supplier of independence to drivers and passengers all over the world.
See their stories at: autoadapt.com
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Phone: +46 302 254 00
E-mail: info@autoadapt.se
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Rupert Street
Aston, Birmingham B7 4PR, UK
Phone: +44 121 33 35 170
E-mail: info@autoadapt.co.uk

Illustrations, descriptions and specifications in this brochure are based on current product information.
Autoadapt reserves the right for alterations without previous notice. © 2013 Autoadapt AB

www.autoadapt.com
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